Our new
Cabin Bags policy
From 10th February 2021, all customers
can bring one cabin bag on board free
of charge which must fit under the seat
in front of them. This will enable them to
bring all the essentials for their journey
or enough for a short trip.
What is the impact on business passengers
travelling for the day ?
We know that many of our business customers making a day trip do not
typically need a large cabin bag but that certainty around what can be
taken on board with them remains important, as well of course as
punctuality.
Our new policy will enable our customers to have certainty of what they will
have with them on board, and the choice of adding a large cabin bag for
those that need one. This will also reduce any delays associated with having
to place excess cabin bags in the hold, improving the boarding experience
and punctuality for all customers.

Need more space ?
Our business fare includes the essentials you need

1 small cabin bag

(45x36x20cm,
unlimited weight)

+

1 large
cabin bag

Fast Track
Security

(56x45x25cm,
unlimited weight)

(available at
selected airports)

Speedy
Boarding

Premium
Seat

Drinks
& Snacks

Up front & Extra
Legroom on emergency
exit rows

£7.5 bistro voucher to
spend on board

Look out for W fare class (FLEXI fare) when booking online via a Self
Booking Tool – which also includes free changes* and a hold bag for those
who need it.

How will travellers booking online via Self Booking tools be affected?
We will be communicating with all indirect booking partners to advise them
of the change before February, so that customers booking via any channel
will have access to the latest information on cabin baggage allowance.
Customers booking our more restrictive fares (Y fare class - ‘Standard’ & B
fare class ‘Inclusive’) will also be able to upgrade to an Up front and Extra
legroom seat at time of check-in on easyJet.com or via the mobile app to
be able to take a large overhead cabin bag (56x45x25cm) with them into
the cabin.

* Visit https://www.easyjet.com/en/business for T&Cs of our FLEXI fare

